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Praise for The Pope, the Public,
and International Relations

“‘The Papacy’ and ‘modernity’ are two terms that rarely intersect in
international relations, but it will be impossible to ignore the former’s
impact on the latter—and vice versa—after reading this fascinating book.
Through multiple forms of intertextual analysis, from a stroll through
Paris to the Pope’s Twitter feed to examinations of individual Popes
and the Papacy’s impact in radically different parts of the world, this
book reconfigures our conceptions of time and space to foreground the
dynamic nature of Papal politics in contemporary world politics.”
—Cecilia M. Lynch, Professor, University of California, Irvine, USA
“This is not the first IR work paying attention to the Holy See. None,
however, matches this volume, edited by one of the most promising
IR scholars of his generation, Marian Barbato. The volume is multidisciplinary, not ‘monochrome,’ but very colorful with contributors from
many countries with the background not just in IR or political science
but, in the humanities, including among other a philosopher, an art
historian, scholar of religion, literary scholar. Barbato begins by taking
you for a walk through Paris, the city that rose during the long–and
for modern international relations pivotal–19th century to the capital of
secular nationalism showing the undeniable and enduring entanglements
of the public, religion, and world affairs.
The multidisciplinary tesserae the contributors put together into a
mosaic is an alternative to the foundational IR narrative excluding or
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PRAISE FOR THE POPE, THE PUBLIC, AND INTERNATIONAL …

playing down religion. You are invited to re-think Western history; you
are led to consider new perspectives on the global transformation. The
Holy See is a ‘hybrid actor’ on the world scene, merging religious and
political but also international and transnational elements. In the uncertain fluid 21st century, with the use of media technology, there may be
others.”
—Vendulka Kubalkova, University of Miami, Florida, USA
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